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2014 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE
REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

The Eastern Eagle girls claimed the
school’s first girls basketball title in
school history.
The 26-1 Eagles were featured every
week in the WOUB production
“Hardwood Heroes.”

!
WOUB Public Media at Ohio University, through public television, public radio, and non-broadcast facilities,
provides excellence in programming to meet the ascertained needs of its various audiences. WOUB
provides continued leadership in the fields of distance education, community outreach, and online services.
It also offers a quality program of professional development in support of Ohio University students. In doing
so, WOUB maintains, enriches, enhances and expands the horizons of all involved.
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LOCAL
VALUE

2014 KEY
SERVICES
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WOUB Public Media
continues to be a valuable
part of the southeastern
Ohio and western West
Virginia area.
Providing local news to a
market area not served by
commercial broadcasting
remains a high priority.
Local productions include
weeknight television nightly
news as well as sports
specific programming
featuring area high schools.
WOUB utilizes these
programs to extend the
expertise of Ohio University
to the greater community.
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In 2014, WOUB Public
Media provided these vital
local services:
More than 136 hours of local
broadcast content consisting
of news, sports and feature
documentary productions.
Provided a broadcast outlet
for local independent
producers, as well as an
avenue for the Governor’s
Office to reach Ohioans
through his State of the
State address.
Completed and broadcast
three sixty-minute feature
documentaries with content
targeted to the local area.

LOCAL
IMPACT

WOUB Public Media
local services had deep
impact in the
southeastern Ohio and
western West Virginia
area.
WOUB continues to
provide daily information
through television, radio,
online and social media –
keeping viewers, listeners
and users aware of news
that affects them.
WOUB’s partnership with
Ohio University allows for
real life training for
students in the creation of
relevant local content.
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In 2014, WOUB Public Media continued with its longest running local production,
through the broadcast of 214 unique episodes of Newswatch. Focusing on an area with
little to no commercial news coverage, Newswatch is often the only source for local
video and stories and is a valuable community asset for local news, weather, sports
!
and community experts. The program is also a valuable source
of information during
!
election cycles and topped off a full night of election coverage
in 2014. Also in 2014,
Newswatch received an Honorable Mention in the National Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences (Ohio Valley Chapter) awards, as well as Honorable Mention for a feature
story.
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WOUB Public Media’s online activities continue to attract users as a place for local
information as well as video content developed specifically for woub.org. In 2014,
WOUB’s website experienced 787,167 visits from 480,790 unique users accessing
1,498,935 page views.
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Many! users prefer to get targeted information via push notifications, specifically with
their mobile devices. With this increasing demand, WOUB has expanded use of
Facebook and Twitter for breaking news, weather related information and local
storytelling. Through various targeted Facebook accounts, WOUB Public Media
currently shows 8,526 followers. Twitter has seen an even bigger growth with 10,432
followers over several topic specific accounts.
The WOUB service area consists of many small towns that are brought together by
their local sporting events, as well as a University that does not receive consistent
coverage from commercial media. To assist in filling the gap in coverage, as well as
showcasing the efforts of local area high schools, WOUB Public Media produces three
weekly local programs to showcase the regions athletic accomplishments. Completing
its 16th season, Gridiron Glory (high school football highlights) had the privilege of
following a local team to a state championship game.
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Now in its third season, Harwood Heroes (high school basketball highlights), was also
able to follow a local team as they captured a state title. Finally, in 2014,The Bobcat
Sports Showcase wrapped up season three in the spring and began season four in the
fall coving all varsity sports at Ohio University. Both Gridiron Glory and The Bobcat
Sports Showcase were recognized with student production awards from the National
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (Ohio Valley Chapter).
WOUB Public Media continues to showcase area events and activities that explore the
uniqueness and pride of the local area. In 2014, WOUB partnered with the Nelsonville
Music Festival to produce video pieces, audio stories as well as live tweeting the
annual event. The four-day event draws between 6,000 - 9,000 people to see 50 acts
on four stages. In all, eighteen video shorts were produced receiving more than 9,000
views on WOUB’s YouTube channel sharing the event outside of the local broadcast
area.
In 2014, WOUB Public Media took the opportunity to share stories of those who are
often overlooked. A new blog, The Journey – Embracing Inclusion, promotes dialogue
on issues of disabilities and inclusion, while a video series Perspectives allows
individuals to share first hand their challenging stories on issues such as a disability,
sexuality, or overcoming personal events or situations.
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Water Quality & Issues
As hydraulic fracturing began in the region, a one hour local
production “Glass Half Empty: An American Water War”
premiered. This story is about six Pennsylvania families who
have been in search of clean drinking water ever since the
natural gas industry came to their town. We watch them
navigate a complicated landscape in a fierce debate about
fracking and its potential impact on drinking water resources.
Also launched in 2014 was http://ouwaterproject.org This
interdisciplinary digital media website is a public clearinghouse
for information related to environmental water issues within the
Appalachian Ohio Valley and includes photojournalism,
information graphics, video, geography, reporting, and
interactive design.
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WOUB Provides Live Video Streams for
Specialized Coverage
In 2014, live web streams were produced to reach specific
audiences, some local – others from a distance interested in
local events. Coverage included pre-game for a state high
school football game, the 2014 Ohio University Homecoming
Parade, the nominations for the Ohio Valley Regional EMMY
Awards, and the 2014 Ohio University Student Research &
Creative Activity Expo which featured 600 students with more
than 500 projects.
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“A Beautiful Remedy”
How can the making and viewing of art help participants
transform their social and physical realities? How do artful
encounters enlarge the scope of traditional medical
practices? What are the goals of creative programming in
healthcare contexts? A Beautiful Remedy is inspired by
these questions and illustrates the power of art to foster
human resiliency amidst suffering. This one-hour feature is
produced in partnership with Lynn Harter, professor in the
School of Communications Studies at Ohio University.
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“Our Town” Documentary
Premieres with Lancaster,
Ohio as Episode One
•

•

“Our Town” is a series of hour-long
documentaries produced by WOUB that tell the
story of cities and towns in Southeast Ohio.
Due to it’s rich history, Lancaster was chosen
for our first episode.
Each episode will follow the history of the city
from its founding to the present day. Featured
stories will include notable residents, traditions,
local industry, and social change throughout
the city’s history.
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Photos from the pre-broadcast

Reach in the Community:
•

A community screening was held in Lancaster
prior to the broadcast, and the documentary
was shown to a packed house at Ohio
University/Lancaster. Later, a local broadcast
was held during the television pledge drive and
the program had great success with individual
interested in personal DVD copies.

Partnerships:
•

The program featured 25 historians from the
Lancaster area and was supported by ten of
the key area organizations including Ohio
University/Lancaster, The Decorative Arts
Center of Ohio, The Lancaster Chamber of
Commerce, the Fairfield County Visitors and
Convention Bureau and others.

Impact and Community Feedback:
•

This first effort has shown the level of interest
of local towns and culture. Many of the
communities have never had the opportunity to
share their stories – let alone have it broadcast
to the wider area. Production is already
underway on the next episode in the series.

screening of
“Our Town: Lancaster”
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Because it reaches such a wide audience and broadcasts diverse programming, faculty
donors find tremendous value in giving to WOUB public broadcasting.
“The programming available on WOUB-TV and WOUB-FM is very important to me and my
family,” said Eric McFadden, a technical specialist in the Heritage College of Osteopathic
Medicine Office of Medical Informatics, during an email interview. The small amount of
money we spend to be members of WOUB is a very small price to pay for the quality of
programming we receive in exchange.”
Ohio University: Compass
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“It was such a joy to see the film, to have the
dragon in Cullenin Hall, to enjoy the wonderful
reception, and to see the way in which the film
inspired our community. It was particularly
meaningful to me to have such a strong turn out
from the patients and families that were in the film,
and to talk with them afterwords and hear how
proud and happy they were to be a part of it, and
to see their lives and their art on film and in the
museum. It was great to be able to point to the
dragon and then point up at the work of Picasso
and Matisse and say to our patients, your work is
in the same museum as the most celebrated
artists in history. Families of several of the
patients who were in the film, but who have since
passed away were in attendance, and they also
came up to me with deep gratitude in being able
to pay tribute to their children in this special way,
and to see the film which, the families told me,
showed their kids at their happiest. I am so
grateful for you all for your roles in being able to
make those types of moments possible.”
Ian Cion
Director
Arts in Medicine Program
The University of Texas MD Anderson
Children's Cancer Hospital
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WOUB Public Media, an administrative unit of the Scripps College of Communication at Ohio University,
provides public broadcast services, student professional development, and non- broadcast educational
services in support of the goals of the University. The resources of WOUB support public service,
teaching, research and administrative missions, through public radio, public television, online and related
technologies. Through these activities, WOUB extends the intellectual resources of the University to its
broader community and bolsters the University’s service mission in the Appalachian region.!
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